
Summary of video conference 12.10.2022, 16.00 p.m. 
 
SMT welcomes everybody 
We all congratulated her and Alan to her new positions at the EEF. 
 
Topic Zakrzow 5Y Anniversary 27th 10. 7.30pm 
Andrzej asked who will be able to come to the Anniversary and asked Ilja to do a short presentation 
of DBT there – Daniel will do it for 5 Arenas Cup 
 
SMT gave a short touch up on what she is working at the EEF right now: 
It is very important to have a good and similar education for officials in all countries- some already 
have, some need help Development of EEF Generation Cup also for Dressage (its implemented for 
Jumping already– EEF Evolution team competition at CSI2*) she tries to find a suitable concept for 
dressage YH “Championships” will be scheduled at Arie Yom Tov`s venue again at 7.-11.6.2023. 
Also the education for trainers and including PARA Dressage is something to work on. 
We all are very happy to have SMT now fighting for this important developments. 
 
RUS, BRL 
Andrzej asked if anybody knows how it could be that RUS and BLR have shows on next year`s FEI 
calendar. 
Thomas answered that as they are members and therefore able to apply this must be just a technical 
reason (easier to put them out than to put in late) but they are still banned and Thomas is sure this 
will be prolonged and the shows will not be approved for 2023. 
 
Better advertisement for CDI´s and Cups 
Ilja pointed out that many riders don´t know the CED website and our information doesn´t get 
enough spread – maybe put more on facebook. 
Daniel and Andrzej said that Astrid Appels from Eurodressage will be at the anniversary and they will 
try to get a better attention from her – they already sent her information but it was never published 
– Ilja experienced the same. 
Alan will sent all the email contacts from the Balkan Group to Ilja to send information directly to the 
NF´s. 
 
Balkan Championship 
Thomas said that last years venue was really nice but the organizing was not good because the OC 
was very unexperienced and there was a lack of knowledge. 
To make next year’s Games a win-win for all he kindly offers his help for Athens 7.-10.9.2023. Alan 
appreciates this and also Sissy pointed out that some organizers really need help to develop more 
“how to” and experience – she also will support this. 
 
SMT closes and is looking forward to see many of you at Zakrzow. 


